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The conical horn-reflector antenna was selected for the satellite com-

munication ground station because of its broadband and low-noise prop-

erties. Prior to the construction of the full-size antenna, theoretical and

model studies of its electrical characteristics were undertaken. These studies

consisted of computing gain and radiation patterns for two modes of excita-

tion, constructing of model antennas and measuring them. Results of

these studies are presented in this paper together with results of the measure-

ments of the full size antenna at Andover, Maine.

I. INTRODUCTION

The horn-reflector antenna was selected for the satellite communica-

tion ground station because of its broadband and low-noise properties

along with certain operational advantages. Two forms of the horn-

reflector antenna exist, the pyramidal and the conical. The pyramidal

horn-reflector antenna has been widely used in the Bell System's micro-

wave radio relay network since its inception at Bell Telephone Labora-

tories, Holmdel, New Jersey, over 20 years ago. 1 Recently, a large

steerable version of this antenna with a 20 X 20-foot aperture2 was built

at Holmdel, New Jersey, and employed in both the Echo and Telstar

communications satellite projects. More recently, a very large conical

horn-reflector antenna was constructed at Andover, Maine, and an

identical one at Pleumeur-Bodou, France, for the Telstar communica-

tions satellite project. Electrically, the two types of the horn-reflector

antenna are very similar, but the conical form possesses certain struc-

tural advantages. The suitability and the performance of these antennas

are amply reflected in the success of these projects.

Prior to construction of the full-size conical horn-reflector antenna,

theoretical and model studies of the electrical characteristics of the

antenna were undertaken. These studies consisted of computing gain
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and radiation patterns for two modes of excitation, constructing model

antennas and measuring them. We present in this paper results of

these studies together with results of the measurements of the full-size

antenna at Andover, Maine.

II. DESCRIPTION OF ANTENNAS

2.1 General

The geometry of the horn reflector is shown in Fig. 1. The antenna

consists of a paraboloidal reflecting section illuminated by a conical

horn. The apex of the horn coincides with the focus of the paraboloid,

Fig. 1 — Geometry of the conical horn -reflector antenna.
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and the axis of the horn is perpendicular to the axis of the paraboloid.

The paraboloidal section acts as a combined right-angle reflector and

phase corrector for the diverging spherical wave from the conical horn, so

that the wave appearing at the circular aperture has a plane wavefront.

A cylindrical section encircles the aperture and is attached to both the

conical horn and the paraboloidal reflector. This cylindrical aperture

shield contributes to the low-noise characteristic of this type of an-

tenna.

The antenna can be excited in as many ways as there are modes in

the conical horn.3 -4 For small flare angles the field configurations over

the spherical equiphase surfaces are essentially the same as those of a

circular waveguide. It is certainly true in this case, where the total

flare angle is 31.5 degrees. Therefore, we refer to the dominant wave

in the horn as the TEn wave and the second propagating wave as the

TMoi wave. The former is used for communication and the two are used

together for automatic tracking.

2.2 Model Antennas

Two models of the conical horn-reflector antenna were constructed

at the Holmdel and at the Whippany, N. J., Bell Laboratories. These

are referred to as models one and two, respectively. Photographs of

these model antennas are shown in Fig. 2. Model one was employed for

extensive TEn mode pattern measurements, while model two was em-

ployed primarily to investigate the TMoi mode radiation patterns.

Neither model was measured to exact scale of the large antenna (in

terms of wavelength). Pertinent dimensions and information about the

models are given in Table I.

The reflector surface of model one was constructed of 3^-inch brass

strips which form sectors of the paraboloid. The strips, approximately

two inches wide, were bonded to a rigid ribbed frame with a resin cement.

The surface accuracy was obtained with the aid of precision templates;

the surface was then hand honed. The reflector surface of model two was

constructed with the aid of a paraboloidal deep dish which was used as

a mold. The dish surface tolerance, therefore, determined the tolerance

of the reflector of the model antenna. Both models had aperture shields

which were cut in a plane tangent to the cone surface.

2.3 Full Size Antenna

A sketch of the full-size antenna constructed at Andover, Maine, is

shown in Fig. 3. The mechanical design of the antenna is reported else-
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Fig. 2 — Photographs of the model antennas: upper, model one; lower, model
two.
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Table I

Aperture diameter
Flare angle
Measuring frequency
Construction material

Reflector surface tolerance

Model One

27 inches
31.5 degrees
11.2 kmc
Brass sheet

±0.010 inch

Model Two

23 inches
27 degrees
10.0 kmc
Resin-impregnated Fiberglas

coated with silver paint
±0.060 inch

where. 5 Some of the important features of the antenna are given in

Table II.

The antenna and support structure rotate about a central pintle

bearing on two sets of tracks for azimuth motion. Elevation motion is

accomplished by rotating the antenna about its cone axis. A rotary

joint is located in the cone section approximately 6 feet from the apex.

The entire antenna structure is enclosed in a 210-foot diameter radome.

III. THEORETICAL PATTERN COMPUTATION

The paraboloidal section of the antenna transforms the spherical wave

in the conical horn into a plane wave. However, due to the curvature of

the reflector and the differences of path length involved, the aperture

field configuration is not the same as that in the horn but is somewhat

distorted ; the field lines tend to crowd toward that edge of the aperture

closest to the apex of the horn. The amount of distortion depends upon

the flare angle of the horn and becomes more pronounced as the angle

increases.

Equations relating coordinates in the cone with coordinates in the

aperture plane are derived in Appendix A. In essence, polar coordinates

in the cone are transformed into bipolar coordinates in the aperture

plane (see Fig. 1). The transformation is therefore conformal.

Once the equations of transformation are known, the linear (x and y)

components of the aperture fields for the TEn wave and the TM i wave

can be written; these are given in Appendix B. Since the principal electric

vector of the TEn wave can be arbitrarily oriented in the aperture

plane, we have chosen two principal directions of polarization for our

computation. One of these is designated longitudinal polarization, where

the principal electric vector in the aperture plane is parallel to the axis

of the cone; the other is designated transverse polarization, where the

principal electric vector in the aperture plane is orthogonal to the axis
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Table II

Total flare angle of conical horn
Focal length of paraboloid

Diameter of aperture

Aperture area

31.5 degrees
60 feet

67.7 feet = 280 wavelengths at the receiv-

ing frequency of 4079.73 mc and 440

wavelengths at the transmitting fre-

quency of 6389.58 mc.
3600 square feet

of the cone. The TMoi wave, however, is axially symmetric in the conical

horn and therefore has no principal direction of polarization.

The aperture fields being known, one can calculate the far-field pat-

terns of the antenna near the axis of the beam to good approximation

by using the integral 6

1
<-2x r-r

'
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(l (0,<p)
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where E(r',<p') represents the components of the aperture field under con-

sideration, = 2ir/\ is the propagation constant of free space, / is the

focal length of the paraboloid, k = tan a = tan (\ flare angle of the

cone), r ' = 2/ /.- is the radius of the aperture, and u = 2/3/ sin 6. As

illustrated in Fig. 1, the polar coordinates r'(s = r'/2f) and <p' are in the

aperture plane, and the angles and <p refer to the polar (z) axis through

the center of the aperture plane.

We have computed the radiation patterns in two principal (longi-

tudinal and transverse) planes and in a 45-degree plane. The longitudinal

plane contains the beam and the horn axes; the transverse plane con-

tains the beam axis but is normal to the horn axis (see Fig. 4). Since the

aperture fields are symmetric about the longitudinal plane, the integral

given by (1) can be reduced further. The reduced integrals for the various

cases are listed in Appendix C. These integrals were programmed for

numerical integration on an IBM 704 computer.

The computed patterns of the antenna excited by a TEn wave are

given in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, which show (as dashed curves) the principal

and the cross-polarized patterns for longitudinal and transverse polariza-

tions and in the two principal planes. Because the cross-polarized compo-

nents of the aperture fields are antisymmetric about the longitudinal

plane, the cross-polarized patterns for both polarizations are zero for

all angles in that plane and therefore are not shown. Fig. 8 gives the
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LONGITUDINAL— PLANE ~~

LONGITUDINAL
POLARIZATION

TRANSVERSE
POLARIZATION

TMm MODE

TE„ MODE

Fig. 4 — Sketch showing the electric field lines in the aperture plane of the
antenna for the two modes of excitation. The principal planes in which radiation
patterns are calculated and measured are also indicated.

computed radiation patterns of the antenna excited by a TMoi wave.

Fig. 8(a) shows the pattern in the longitudinal plane for the longitudinal

component of the field, and Fig. 8(b) shows the pattern in the transverse

plane for the transverse component of the field. The pattern for the

transverse component is zero for all angles in the longitudinal plane, and

all the lobes of the pattern for the longitudinal component are more than

50 db down in the transverse plane; these patterns therefore are not

shown.

The aperture efficiencies of the antenna excited by a TEn wave are

calculated to be 0.806 for the longitudinal polarization and 0.807 for

the transverse polarization.

The radiation patterns for circular polarization may be calculated by

combining the appropriate principal and cross-polarized components

of the far field.2 The computed patterns in the longitudinal and in the

transverse planes are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Due to the presence of the

cross-polarized components of the far field in the transverse plane, the

circularly polarized radiation patterns in the transverse plane are unsym-

metrical; the maximum of the main beam is shifted by 0.97 u off the

u = axis, which is about one-thirteenth of the 3-db beamwidth. The
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direction of this shift is dependent upon the sense of the polarization,

the shift being +0.97 u for one sense and —0.97 u for the other.

Certain salient features of the antenna are summarized in Table III

for linear polarization and in Table IV for circular polarization. For

example, at the receiver frequency of 4170 mc the power gain and the

half-power beamwidth for circular polarization are 58.17 db and 0.228°,

respectively, and at the transmitter frequency of 6390 mc they are

61.86 db and 0.149°, respectively.

> -10
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U = 2/3f SIN0

-4-2 2 4

ANGLE OFF AXIS IN DEGREES

Fig. 5 — Radiation patterns for TEn mode in the longitudinal plane (model

one): (a) longitudinal polarization; (b) transverse polarization.
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-10 10

U = 2/3fSIN0

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 2 4 6 8 10

ANGLE OFF AXIS IN DEGREES

Fig. 6 — Radiation patterns for TEn mode in the transverse plane (model
one): (a) principal patterns for longitudinal polarization; (b) cross-polarized
patterns for longitudinal polarization.

IV. MEASURED RESULTS

4.1 Model Antennas

Far-field radiation pattern measurements for linear polarization were

made on both model antennas and showed good agreement with theoret-

ically computed patterns. Both antennas were measured on outdoor
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ranges where standard antenna measuring procedure was employed. In

particular, TEn mode patterns for both longitudinal and transverse

polarizations were measured on model one at 11.2 kmc. The measured

patterns in longitudinal and transverse planes are shown as solid curves

along with the computed patterns in Figs. 5 through 7. The TM0i mode

patterns which were important to automatic tracking were measured

-10 10

U = 2/3fSIN0

-4-2 2

ANGLE OFF AXIS IN DEGREES

Fig. 7 — Radiation patterns for TEn mode in the transverse plane (model

one): (a) principal patterns for transverse polarization; (b) cross-polarized pat-

terns for transverse polarization.
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-10 10

U = 2/3fSIN0

-4-2024
ANGLE OFF AXIS IN DEGREES

Fig. 8 — Radiation patterns for TMoi mode (model two) : (a) in the longi-
tudinal plane for the longitudinal component of the aperture field; (b) in the
transverse plane for the transverse component of the aperture field.

on model two ; these patterns are characterized by nulls in the direction

of the TEh beam maxima. The measured and computed patterns for the

longitudinal component in the longitudinal plane and for the transverse

component in the transverse plane are shown in Fig. 8, where the rela-

tive power scales are normalized to the TEU mode beam maxima.
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In general, the agreement between measured and computed patterns

is good, especially in the region of the main beam and first side lobes.

The agreement becomes poor for levels near and below the isotropic

level. The discrepancies are probably due to a variety of factors which

include higher-order modes, depolarization due to ground roughness,

mechanical inaccuracies, and approximations involved in the theoretical

analysis.
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^ I \ /^

\fV V \l vVV V V

-30

-50 -40 -10 10

U = 2/3f SIN©

Fig. 9 — Computed circularly polarized radiation patterns for TE» mode in

the longitudinal plane: (a) desired sense; (b) undesired sense.
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Fig. 10 — Computed circularly polarized radiation patterns for TEn mode in

the transverse plane: (a) desired sense; (b) undesired sense.

Gain measurements for both longitudinal and transverse polarization

were made on model one, and the difference in gain between the two
polarizations was less than the measurement error. The average of the

measured gain corresponded to an effective area 1.3 ± 0.2 db less than

the actual area. Theoretically the effective area should be 0.94 db less

than the actual area.

A characteristic of the horn-reflector antenna is the spillover lobe in
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Table III — Computed Radiation Characteristics of the Conical
Horn-Reflector Antenna for Linear Polarization

(Flare Angle = 31.5°)

Longitudinal Polarization Transverse Polarization

TEn Mode
Long.
Plane

Trans.
Plane

45= Plane
Long.
Plane

Trans.
Plane

45° Plane

3-db beaimvidth (u = 2/3/ sin 6)

Null beaimvidth (u = 2/3/ sin 0)

Maximum cross-polarization (db)

First side-lobe level (db)

2nd side-lobe level (db)
3rd side-lobe level (db)

11.2
27.2

— »
-17.2
-23.5
-27.5

14.6
38.4

-20.0
-27.0
-35.8
-41.8

12.7
32.6

-17.7
-22.1
-29.6
-34.1

14.0
39.0

— CC

-24.1
-33.4
-39.4

11.7
27.4

-22.3
-18.2
-24.5
-28.5

12.7
32.6

-17.5
-23.1
-29.6
-33.6

Longitudinal Component Transverse Component

TMoi Mode
Long.
Plane

Trans.
Plane

45° Plane
Long.
Plane

Trans.
Plane

45° Plane

Principal-lobe level* (db)

Null level* (db)
Width between principal lobes

(it = 2/3/ sin 0)

Null width at 20 db below peak
of principal lobe (it = 2/3/ sin 0)

First side-lobe level* (db)

-5.5
-52.7
17.0

1.1

-19.0

-52.7 -8.5
-52.7
17.0

1.1

-22.6

CO — 5.7
— CO

17.0

1.1

-20.5

^8.7
— CO

17.0

1.1

-22.9

* Relative to major-lobe level of TEU mode.

the longitudinal plane with longitudinal polarization caused by diffrac-

tion over the edge of the reflector.2 This spillover lobe in the radiation

pattern was measured on model one and found to be at +68° with a

level of —35 db from the main beam. The spillover does not occur for

transverse polarization because of the taper in the aperture field.

Table IV — Computed Radiation Characteristics of the Conical

Horn-Reflector Antenna for Circular Polarization

(Flare Angle = 31.5°)

TEn Mode

3-db beamwidth [u = 20/ sin 0)

Null beamwidth (it = 20/ sin 0)

Beam shift (ft = 20/ sin 0)

Maximum level of undesired sense of po-

larization (db)

First side-lobe level (db)

2nd side-lobe level (db)

3rd side-lobe level (db)

Longitudinal Plane Transverse Plane

12.7
33.6

-18.3

12.8
32.4
0.97

-18.2

-21.7
-28.9
-33.3

-23.6
-30.1
-34.3
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4.2 Full-Size Antenna

4.2.1 General

A series of measurements and tests were conducted during February,

March, and April, 1962, on the antenna at Andover, Maine. These con-

sisted of boresight, gain, polarization and pattern measurements.

The boresight antenna,* located atop a 250-foot tower on Black Moun-
tain 4.6 miles away, was used to illuminate the horn reflector during

these measurements. The beamwidth of the boresight antenna and its

height above ground were selected so that the maximum level of the

ground reflected signal received by the horn reflector would be 45 db or

more below the maximum direct signal when the horn reflector is on

boresight. Actual measurements indicated that the reflected signal was

more than 50 db below the direct signal. Evidence that the incident

field was quite uniform in the azimuth plane was obtained when a com-

parison was made between patterns measured in the normal and plunged

positions (i.e., both azimuth and elevation reversed from normal posi-

tion). The comparison revealed that the two sets are nearly identical;

that is, the patterns "turned over" with the antenna.

4.2.2 Boresighting

The electrical boresight axis is defined as the direction of the null in

the center of the TMW pattern used in the autotrack system. As the

initial step in the calibration of antenna pointing, this axis was located

and the angle data readouts were set to the boresight antenna coordi-

nates.

The distance to the boresight antenna is approximately 24,000 feet,

which is about 37 per cent shorter than that required for the conven-

tional phase deviation of 71-/8 radian across the aperture. The effect of

boresighting at a reduced range was investigated theoretically.7 It was

found that at this range the null in the TM i pattern shifts in azimuth

0.007 degree away from the aperture normal toward the apex of the

horn feed section.

By using a technique of plunging the antenna first in azimuth and then

in elevation so as to again point at the boresight antenna, it is possible

to determine the precise electrical pointing direction of the antenna with

respect to the rotational axes. This was done, and the results of the tests

* The boresight antenna is a two-foot diameter paraboloidal reflector illumi-

nated by a circularly polarized feed. It has a power gain of 25 db and an axial

ratio of less than 2 db at 4080 inc.
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can be summarized as follows. The magnitude of the parallax with re-

spect to the azimuth axis obtained from the geometry of the ground

station is 0.106 degree (the aperture is offset from the axis of azimuthal

rotation). Boresighting at the reduced range decreases this angle by

0.007 degree so that the magnitude of the electric azimuth parallax

should be 0.099 degree. However, the average measured electrical paral-

lax was 0.123 ± 0.005 degree. This indicates that there is a slight out-

ward pitch of the reflector surface which is equal to one-half this amount,

or 0.012 degree, when the antenna is pointing at the boresight tower.

The surveyed elevation angle to the boresight tower is 3.960 degrees and

the average electrical elevation angle measured by plunging was 3.990 ±
0.005 degrees. The difference indicated an 0.030 ± 0.005 degree droop

of the reflector at low elevation. These, along with more recent star-

tracking measurements, generally corroborate the sag predicted by

structural analysis.

4.2.3 Gain Measurements

Because time was at a premium, the usual technique of measuring the

vertical distribution of the incident field with the standard gain horn

to determine its average value was not employed in measuring the power

gain of the horn-reflector antenna. Instead the standard horn was placed

at a convenient point at the edge of the roof of the upper equipment

room (see Fig. 3). The measured value of power gain was 57.8 ± 0.3 db.

To lend support to this measurement, the directivity of the horn re-

flector was determined by integrating its measured radiation patterns.

The value so obtained is 57.6 ± 0.2 db. These results are to be compared

with the theoretical value of 57.97 db. The measurements were made

at a frequency of 4080 mc.

4.2.4 Radiation Pattern Measurements

Radiation pattern measurements were made for the TEn mode and

the TMoi mode at 4080 mc with the antenna in the position in which

it is normally operated. The horizontal and vertical components of the

circularly polarized TEn field excited in the circular feed section at the

apex of the conical horn were measured. The patterns are called the

(TEn) a- and (TEn) Y patterns respectively, because they are measured

at the horn apex, which does not rotate in elevation with the rest of the

antenna. For small changes in elevation about this position, however,

(TEn)x essentially corresponds to longitudinal polarization, and (TEn) r

to transverse polarization (see Fig. 4). The TMM patterns were measured
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in the same manner. All of these measurements were repeated with the

antenna in the plunged position. The normal position patterns are shown

and compared with the computed patterns in Figs. 11 to 13. The dashed

curves in the figures represent computed patterns of the far field for

linear polarization with the exception of the one in Fig. 13(a), which

represents the computed pattern in the longitudinal plane at the re-

duced range. 7

Agreement between measured and predicted patterns over the sector

of the major lobes is excellent and is fairly good in the side-lobe regions.

Some discrepancy is to be expected in the side-lobe regions, however,

since the measured patterns include the effect of the cross-polarized

response of the antenna (the incident field was circularly polarized)

while the computed points include only the linearly polarized response

of the antenna. In addition, the patterns were measured at a reduced

range.

-10

O -30

-40
-1.0

(a)
COMPUTED

-iO / \ />

*\ \ 'V V1 w V/AJ 1 \ r*

\ V 1

1

II A
OWARD
PEX OF
HORN

kT
V

,

-0.4 -0.2 0.2 0.4

ANGLE OFF AXIS IN DEGREES

Fig. 11 — Principal radiation patterns of the full size antenna for TEn mode in

the longitudinal plane: (a) longitudinal polarization (TEu)i ;
(b) transverse

polarization (TEn)r • (The dashed curves are computed far-field patterns.)
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ANGLE OFF AXIS IN DEGREES

Fig. 12 — Principal radiation patterns of the full size antenna for TEu mode in

the transverse plane: (a) longitudinal polarization (TEu)x ; (D ) transverse

polarization (TEu)r • (The dashed curves are computed far-field patterns.)

The patterns described above were measured through a construction

shelter before the permanent radome was installed. A comparison with

those measured later through the permanent radome disclosed no meas-

urable change in the patterns.
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Fig. 13 — Radiation patterns of the full size antenna for TMoi mode: (a) in
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dashed curve is computed for the reduced range)
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(b) in the transverse plane for
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APPENDIX A

The Geometry of the Antenna

The geometry of the conical horn-reflector antenna is given in Fig. 1.

The apex of the conical section, which is also the focus of the paraboloidal

section, is taken to be the origin of the coordinate system (X, Y, Z), and

the axis of the cone is taken to be coincident with the X axis.

The equation of a cone coaxial with the conical horn is

Y2 + Z2 = k
2X\ (2)
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where k = tan a and 2a = flare angle of the cone. The equation of the

paraboloid is

X*+ Y2 = 4/(Z+/), (3)

where / is the focal length. Eliminating Z between (2) and (3) gives

the equation for the projection of intersection of cone and paraboloid

in the X-Y plane. This equation is

(X - 2/V^+T) 2 + Y- = 4fk
2

,
(4)

which is a circle with center at (2/vF+l, 0) and radius equal to 2fk.

Since (2) also represents circles in the Y-Z plane, we see that the parab-

oloidal reflector transforms a family of concentric circles in the Y-Z

plane into a family of nonconcentric circles in the X-Y plane. Similarly,

we can show that a family of radial lines in the Y-Z plane, after reflec-

tion from the paraboloid, transforms into a family of circles in the X-Y
plane which are described by

X2 + (Y - 2/ cot r,)
2 = 4/

2
cosec

2
77, (5)

where rj = arctan (Y/Z) = constant defines the family of radial lines

in the Y-Z plane. Equations (4) and (5) describe a set of orthogonal

coordinate systems in the X-Y plane. This is the familiar bipolar co-

ordinate system.8 Therefore, the transformation from the set of polar

coordinates in the Y-Z plane into the set of bipolar coordinates in the

X-Y plane is a conformal transformation.

APPENDIX B

The Aperture Field

The radial and the circular components of the field in the conical

horn are given by

E„ = — JiUp) cos 77 (6)
Kp

Ev
= -hUoM - J 2 (k-p)] sin v (7)

for TEn mode, longitudinal polarization,

Ep
= — J\{kp) sin 77 (8)

xp

En
= $[JoM - JtM] cos t, (9)
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for TEn mode, transverse polarization, and

EP = J, (tp) (10)

£„ = (11)

for TMoi mode. In the above equations p
2 = X2 + Z2

,
tan 77 = Y/Z

and Jn is a Bessel function of the first kind and nth order. The argu-

ments of the Bessel function up and yp are equal to 1.841184 (k/k ) and

2.404826 (k/k ), respectively, where k = tan «o and 2ao is the total flare

angle of the horn.

After reflection from the paraboloidal section, these polar compo-

nents of the field transform conformally into the corresponding bipolar

components in the aperture plane. Ev will lie along the family of circles

given by (4) and Ep will lie along the orthogonal family of circles given

by (5). Since the bipolar coordinate system is a curvilinear system, it is

necessary to obtain the linear components of the field before radiation

patterns can be computed.

For the purpose of computing radiation patterns, it is convenient to

take the center of the aperture as the origin of the coordinate system.

Now, the periphery of the aperture is a circle given by (4) with k re-

placed by fco . Letting the center of the circular aperture be the origin

of a new coordinate system in which

x = X - 2/V/co2 + 1 and y = Y,

equation (4) becomes

(x + 2fVklrTl ~ 2/VPr+T) 2 + t = 4m (12)

This equation gives the direction of E
v
in the aperture plane. The angle,

yf/n , which Ev
makes with the x axis is given by

tan +, = ^ = - (x + 2/ Vfco2 + 1 - 2/ Vk2 + l)/y. (13)

Since Ep is perpendicular to Ev , the angle
\f/p between Ep and the x axis

is given by

W-tan^p = - PfM = -coti/v (14)

Knowing the angles \pn and xf/p , we can now write expressions for the

linear components of the aperture field; they are:

Ex = ^ [Ep cos iAp + En cos U (15)
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and

E„ = % [E, sin ^p + En sin *„] . ( 16)
a

where d = / + (X2

-f 72

)/4/ is the distance from the apex of the horn

to the reflector. The factor 2f/d, therefore, takes into account the at-

tenuation due to path-length difference for the spherical wave in the

conical section of the antenna.

appendix c

List of Integrals Used in Pattern Computation

C.l TEu Mode

(i) Longitudinal plane (<p = 0° and 180°)

(a) Principal patterns

g L (u) lEx (s,<p')

f f
k°

, ,

= I I exp (jus cos <p )s ds dtp

*'() ''O

g T (u) TEy (s,<p')

{h) Cross-polarized patterns

gdu)

= o

gr(u')

(it) Transverse plane (<p = 90° and 270°)

(a) Principal patterns

g,.(n) vEx(s,<p')

= I I cos (us sin ip')s ds dip'

•'u 'o

gT (u) TEu (s,<p')

(b) Cross-polarized patterns

(I, ill) IjEy(S,<p')

= 11 sin (us sin (p')s ds dip'

''(I «'o

gT (ii) TEx (s.(p')
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(Hi) 45° plane (<p = 45° and 225°)

(a) Principal patterns

=
/„ I

°

cos W2 sin *') exp
V vl cosV s ds d(p

'

gr(u) TEv (s,<p')

(b) Cross-polarized patterns

r f*° . /«« . A /.ms A . , .

= / / sin I —7? sin (p
J
exp 1 j —7= cos tp

J
s ds dip

gr(u) TEx (s,<p')

In the above equations the subscripts L and T denote longitudinal and

transverse polarizations, respectively.

C.2 TM01 Mode

(i) Longitudinal plane (<p = 0° and 180°)

(a) Longitudinal component pattern

0tm(m) = / / fix (s,(p') exp (jus cos <p')s ds dip

(b) Transverse component pattern

0tmOO =

fit) Transverse plane {<p = 90° and 270°)

(a) Longitudinal component pattern

r * r*o

Ptm(w) =11 Ex (s,<p) cos (us sin ip')s ds dip'

•>o •'0

(b) Transverse component pattern

</tm(m) = / / Ey (s,(p ) sin (ws sin «p )s ds d<p
J o ''O

(m) 45° plane (<p = 45° and 225°)

(a) Longitudinal component pattern

r f
k °

'\ ( us A / us A
0tm(w) =

J J
Ez (s,<p ) cos I —7j sin ^ 1 exp \j —7^ cos ^ I s ds dip .
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(b) Transverse component pattern

0iItm(h) =
J J

Ev(s,<p') sin (^7= sin <p'j exp \j ^7= cos <p'j s da d<p'

.
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